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Dr. Magda El-Shazly, The head of The National Council of Women in Alexandria

The role of faith, spirituality, and religion in gender equality
Faith to Action Network has joined hands with its member Ibrahimia Media Center (IMC) and its partners
World YWCA, Equality Now, YWCA Kenya, YWCA Palestine and YWCA South Sudan to launch our
common Young Women for Awareness, Agency, Advocacy and Accountability #YW4A programme. Our
joint vision is to ensure that social norms and practices by community actors and faith organizations are
shifted towards promoting young women’s rights to dignity, bodily integrity, and equal participation in
decision-making.
In the culmination of the program launch, on 28th April, Ibrahimia Media Center (IMC) in Egypt held a 4hour conference that had National Television coverage, that brought together a group of Islamic and
Christian clergies, members of the House of Representatives, the Senate, the National Council for Women
and representatives of civil society associations to discuss the role of faith, spirituality, and religion in
gender-based violence (GBV).
During the conference, Dr. Magda El Shazly, the head of The National Council of Women in Alexandria,
enlightened the participants on the need to determine the social and cultural norms that stimulate violence
against women and girls. In addition, Sheikh Ebrahim El-Gamal of Fatwa Committee in Al-Azhar, Secretary
General of Beit Al-Ayla in Alexandria shared some of the challenges religious leaders face in addressing
gender-based violence while Fr. Yohanna Magdy, Priest of the Church of Our Lady and St. John al-Bashir,
Alexandria spoke on the role of religious institutions in promoting gender equality.
By the end of the dialogue, the participants committed to ensuring increased capacity of faith leaders,
Youth Champions, opinion leaders and other strategic stakeholders. Critically, there was interest in
increasing networking and acceptance of ideas around challenging structural barriers that infringe upon
realisation of gender equality in Egypt.
The participants resolved to create communications platforms for information exchange of the faith leaders
participating in the interfaith network building spaces. A WhatsApp Group was formed, which is now being
used for communication, sharing knowledge and strategic content. It is also being used to keep the
participants closer together including scheduling meetings.
Faith to Action Network and Ibrahimia Media Center are committed to ensure that faith actors’ capacity is
built so that they can challenge gender-discriminatory social norms and promote women’s rights through
the use of social and behavioral change communication.

Masithethe!(Let’s
talk!) – Advocacy for SRHR in SADC
Business

Rev Koekoe_Methodist Church of South Africa addressing young
adolescents

Faith to Action Network in partnership with ACT Ubumbano and Brot für die Welt are working together
to promote interfaith and intergenerational partnerships for young and older generations to jointly
create change on Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights in the Southern Africa region. This initiative
partners with faith leaders of all age, in particular youth leaders within congregations.
With the Methodist Church of Southern Africa, we have started hosting discussions with girls and boys
on gender-based violence, menstrual health and mental health. The multi-age discussions raise
awareness on SRHR and aim to end period poverty that affects many young girls in Southern Africa.
Period poverty is the lack of knowledge about menstruation and an inability to access sanitary towels.
The stigma around menstruation, especially in rural communities, is a issue of concern. In many
communities, it is considered taboo for parents to have open conversations with their children about
menstrual health and hygiene hence this project seeks to break that barrier which also accounts for
Period Poverty. Young girls are therefore forced to learn and get information from their peers, which
may be misleading causing health risks.
Many girls often face snags during their menstruation period. Largely, lack of access to hygienic products
is experienced. Girls resort to using unhygienic material during their periods including rugs and papers
which leads to a high risk of contracting reproductive health infections, leakages and general discomfort.
Recently, the Methodist church of Southern Africa distributed at least 1250 sanitary packs to the
underserved youth who reside in Mpumalanga and Eastern Cape, South Africa. Religious leaders present
engaged in dialogues with the youth educating them on menstrual hygiene and health. The Methodist
church of Southern Africa aims to ensure that no girl is deprived of their human rights due to a normal
body function occurring monthly. The Methodist church of Southern Africa also contends that both the
elderly and the young people should have open dialogues on sexual and reproductive health. The
Methodist church of Southern Africa has reached to over 1200 learners from the rural communities of
Mpumalanga and Eastern Cape who should be engaged in these dialogues.
In a comment during on of the engagement, Rev Koekoe added that:
“Boys have an obligation to protect girls from any form of harassment be it emotional, physical, sexual, mental
and social. These initiatives would not be successful if boys were not included in the engagement as they play a
vital role and hence they need to be educated…”
Faith to Action Network, ACT Ubumbano, Brot für die Welt and the Methodist Church of Southern
Africa believe that the ability to manage menstruation with dignity is an essential human right of all
women. The 7-month Masithethe Initiative is a call to engage in inter-generational and interfaith
partnerships to advance adolescents and youth sexual and reproductive health and rights and how they
are dealt with in the Southern Africa region.

Looking Back
Faith to Action Network is working tirelessly to
get the faith community a seat on the table of
policy spaces. Recently, we increased faith
actor's access to the UN Commission for
Population and Development 55th (CPD55).
We mobilized faith leaders to participate in the
Commission for Population and Development
55th #CPD55 side event on innovative
partnerships between secular and faith actors,
who are challenging current economic power
structures and norms, while speaking out for
Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights.
This event was co-hosted together with Act
Alliance, Government of Kenya, The African
Women's Development and Communication
Network (FEMNET), United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA), National Development for
Population and Development (NCPD), and Fòs
Feminista.

Faith to Action Network joined the ACT
Alliance delegation to call on the UN
Commission on Population and Development,
along with a coalition of faith actors, to better
account for all forms of discrimination,
including those that are more subtle, such as
religious family law, in the work to strengthen
the collection, analysis, and dissemination of
population-related data in line with the 2030
Agenda.
This request was based on the reality that
discriminatory religious family law can exist
across traditions, resulting in multiple and
intersecting forms of discrimination, and that,
according to a World Bank report, their reform
remains one of the most critical interventions
to ensure women's economic empowerment.

Watch the Event here

Read this week’s case study
In our work, we endeavor to capture and evidence our work.
This week we are featuring a case study entitled “Nurturing
Peaceful Co-existence Through Interfaith Collaborations:
Responses to Radicalization & Violent Extremism in Kenya
and Zanzibar”.
This paper documents lessons and impacts of interfaith
interventions which the Communities Richer in Diversity
(CRID) implemented in Kenya and Zanzibar respectively. The
CRID projects basically intended to leverage the influence of
religions, faith leaders, religious actors, and institutions in
fostering peaceful coexistence. The main aim was to promote
interfaith collaborative activities as a mechanism for peaceful
coexistence in the face of radicalization and violent
extremism.
The Kenya Muslim Youth Alliance (KMYA) and the Anglican
Diocese of Zanzibar (ADZ) implemented the reviewed
activities between September 2018 and May 2021. KMYA
operated in Likoni and Mvita in Mombasa County and
Mtwapa and Rabai in Kilifi County. The organization focused
its interventions in the selected areas because they were
experiencing rivalry between religious sects, inter-religious
tension, radicalization, violent extremism, and killings of the
elderly by the youth (CRID 2019).
KMYA focused on peaceful coexistence: promoting interfaith, intercultural, and intergenerational relations.
In Zanzibar, there were rampant cases of religious and cultural intolerance that caused disharmony among
the local communities. Accordingly, the Anglican Diocese of Zanzibar (ADZ) worked in Pemba and Unguja,
focusing on promoting religious and cultural harmony among the communities by establishing common
ground for interfaith dialogues and peacebuilding (CRID 2020).
Read more here .
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Ethiopian Interfaith Forum for Development Dialogue and action (EIFDDA)

JISRA Ethiopia Participatory Conflict Analysis and Conflict Sensitivity Workshop Opening Prayer
Left_ Traditional Leader, Middle_ Muslim Faith Leader and Right_ Christian Faith Leader

Who is EIFDDA?
EIFDDA is an alliance of Faith Based Organizations (FBOs) consisting of the development wings of
the main religious institutions operating in the country. EIFDDA brings together FBOs with rich and
diverse development experience in different parts of the country to realize its vision of seeing
material and spiritual prosperity.
As a national network of FBOs, EIFDDA and its member FBOs have implemented various projects
since its establishment in 2006. These projects are on: Peacebuilding, HIV/AIDS, maternal and child
health, sexual and reproductive health, nutrition, good governance, girl’s education as well as
promoting social accountability.
EIFDDA’s Mission is to promote value-based developmental dialogue and action, build the capacity
of member FBOs, and create a conducive environment to keep them working together.
Partnership with Faith to Action Network
Faith to Action Network and EIFDDA have been working together in partnership for more than a
decade. Currently, we are working on the Joint Initiative for Strategic Religious Action (JISRA)
program. JISRA aims to have peaceful and just societies where all enjoy Freedom of Religion and
Belief. Through joint interventions, we are working towards a long-term impact of having resilient
and inclusive communities in which religious actors are sustainable advocates of Freedom of Religion
and Belief and interfaith peace. Additionally, through Interfaith approach, EIFDDA and Faith to
Action Network are working on humanitarian responses on ending violence against women and the
girl child
EIFDDA’s Success Stories
1. Undertaken Participatory Conflict Analysis and JISRA Conflict Sensitivity Assessment Workshops
2. Commenced consensus building workshops across JISRA catchment areas
3. Disseminated messages on peace building and conflict resolution through TV/Radio Channels
among others.
4. Facilitated a session on "Interfaith Dialogues as a tool of peacebuilding from below" during the
Faith to Action Network Convention in December, 2021
Read more about EIFDDA here
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Upcoming Events

Join the Christian Connections for International
Health (CCIH) in June as they bring together
colleagues from across the globe to discuss
how Christians - with love for Christ and for
neighbor - are working to serve our
communities, and striving for high-quality,
sustainable solutions.

31st May 2022:

Webinar on Women's rights in Islam on " An Islamic
Perspective on preventing violence against women
and girls”. Discussion of papers on specific topics on
Women Rights in Islam that will be presented and
discussed by representatives from Muslim institutions
of higher learning, Muslim civil society organizations The conference will meet virtually in six
and Women Networks.
sessions on June 7, 9, 14, 16, 21, and 23 from
3:00 pm to 5:00 pm EAT for programming
Feel free to invite your networks to this important followed by fellowship and networking.
event. Time: 3:00-5:00pm EAT|12:00-2:00pm
GMT|2:00-4:00pm CEST. Register here
For more information click here

Job Center

Announcements

Advisor Interfaith Movement Building
(m/f/d), Nairobi, Kenya. Find more
information here:
Knowledge Management Advisor (m/f/d)
Nairobi, Kenya. Find more information here:
CCIH is hiring! Consultant for a Conference
Market Study and Plan: CCIH is hiring a
consultant to develop a vision and a 10-year
plan for annual gatherings. The consultant
will conduct a market study, create a series
of reports, culminating in a final report with
recommendations for CCIH’s annual
conferences to maximize impact and
participation in an evolving
environment. See Listing

Watch a documentary by our partner in
Palestine, Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Jordan and the Holy Land (ELCJHL) on the
current family law system in Palestine and
the process by which ELCJHL reformed their
family laws.
Here: Made in God's Image: the ELCJHL 's
Gender Justice Journey
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